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Q4 2016 PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT REPORT 

 

Business Update 

First, we would like to thank you, our valued clients and prospects for your continued custom.  The 

business is on a very sound footing and growing in a tangent different from other firms our age and 

size.  We have commenced managing a “local with offshore” unit trust, marking our foray into the 

global arena.  Simultaneously, we have received approval from the Central Bank of Ireland for our SA 

Equity UCITS fund.  Last, we are awaiting approval from the same central bank approval for our niche 

global equity fund.  Please bear with us momentarily, we will provide you with further clarity on how 

these steps have begun to diversify us away from benchmark, itself a component of single asset class 

risk.   

Investing in the Highest Order of Value  

First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies.  The 

objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of 

our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time.  We list below the simultaneous 

conditions necessary for this outcome to materialize. 

1. We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum) 

due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:   

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect sufficient 

margins of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate 

market activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses.  We refer to our results during 

these later stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade. 

2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time: 

By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid 

significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii) 

continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level.  Through this phenomenon, 

which is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9 

years at the high end and 5.5 years at the low end depending on where in the cycle a client invests 

with us.  

Investment Outcome 

Practitioners of The Law of Wealth Creation, who believe in compounding as the best way to create 

wealth, did not have a great year in 2016.  It was a year in which disciples of the phenomenon of 

compounding found in high quality companies gallantly paid a price for their beliefs.   
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Figure 1: Investment Outcomes 

   Source: First Avenue, STATPRO 

In the year, we underperformed the market (SWIX) by 6.8%.   This underperformance was fitting in a 

year in which risk taking was spectacularly rewarded.  Our track record since inception shows that 

we run with 8% less risk than the market (14% vs. 15.2%).  So it should reveal itself to you that we 

underperform in periods of high or extreme risk taking.  The question you may ask is what causes 

risk to ebb and flow (risk off-risk on).  

Here’s the answer. 

The stock market prices both the rate at which, and ease with which, companies extract economic 

profits from the economy.  A rising economy distributes profits more liberally across companies (“a 

rising tide lifts all boats”) but a more uncertain economy distributes profits away from weaker 

companies to stronger companies (“when the tide goes out, we’ll see who’s been swimming 

naked”).  In periods of uncertain economic growth, investors invest in businesses that will not only 

safeguard their capital, but grow it.  Naturally, in periods of improving economic conditions, 

investors do the opposite – they reduce their exposure to safe assets in favour of riskier assets 

whose fortunes perk up far more than was priced in by the stock market.   

In the following illustration, we have plotted the US and the Chinese economies (line charts), both of 

which account for 40% of world GDP, against our cumulative relative (to the SWIX) return (grey 

bars).  The US and China are considered directional or bell weather economies for their impact on 

global supply and demand of money, inflation, interest rates, and not to mention, growth.   We use 

our cumulative relative returns as a proxy for the performance of high quality as the two main 

economies ebb (decelerate) and flow (accelerate).  A word of caution – it is clear just from looking at 

the line graph depicting the Chinese economy that it is a managed economy (very smooth) while 

that of the US is dynamic and responsive to the actions and emotions of economic actors.  Thus, we 

reference the US economy in our analysis.    
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Figure 2: Distribution of High Quality Relative Returns by Economic Conditions (GDP Cycle) 

 

  Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg       

Results: 

 High Quality outperforms (underperforms) in periods of decelerating or below trend GDP 

growth (accelerating or above trend growth). 

 High Quality is counter-cyclical – moves in the opposite direction to economic growth.  By 

deduction, deep value investing is cyclical – profits and share prices of cyclical companies 

rise with an improving economy and vice versa.  

 The economy is characterised by periods of falling or below trend GDP growth far more than 

it is by periods of rising economic growth. 

Locally and globally, the leadership cyclical companies, and by extension, outperformance of deep 

value investing style, began in earnest in June 2016.  Until then, our investment outcomes were at 

par with the SWIX for the year.  That China had avoided a much talked about hard landing, and the 

US economy was growing soundly, at full employment, low inflation, and still low interest rates, 

provided the certainty investors needed to take additional risk on the equity markets.  The specific 

risk investors took was that prospects of companies that had hitherto found it difficult to make 

money will be buoyed by a better economy, and their share prices will rise accordingly.   
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Fig 3a: Cyclical vs. Defensives June – Dec 31 2016; Fig. 3b Cyclical/Defensives Previous Rallies 

 

So buoyant was the US economy that the bond market began anticipating inflation and a rise in 

interest rates to combat inflation (hence the underperformance of gold in H22016).  Therein lays the 

problem (see Figure 3a).  When investors reach for risky gains in a rising interest rate environment, it 

always ends in tears. The last time this happened was in 2006-2007 (see Figure 3b).  In 2016, the re-

rating in share prices was sharpest in companies that occupied the fringes of profitability (Figure 4).  

The riskier the company, the better! 

Figure 4: Investors Reach for Risk       

 

Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg       

As the table above shows, investors sold highly cash generative and value creating companies with 

structural advantages (safe assets) to purchase risky assets.  Investors will have to make a prescient 

call on the economy to decide when to get out of risk in much the same way they made a call on it 

when they decided to acquire risk in spades.  We will benefit enormously from that moment as we 

continue to keep our counsel with fundamentally low risk assets.  Our track record since inception 

proves that we do twice as well as the market when it wobbles or falls. 
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Figure 5: Capital Protection Characteristics of High Quality 

Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg       

Consider our monthly relative returns in 2016.  As we mentioned earlier, we did just as well as the 

market until June when animal spirits took over.  In the second half of the year, we outperformed 

the market in just one out of the six months. It happened to also be the month when the Fed not 

only hiked rates, but, courtesy of President-elect Donald Trump’s posture on economic and trade 

policy, warned of at least three further hikes in 2017.  There are only so many interest rate hikes the 

economy, and by extension, the equity market can handle. 

Figure 6: Monthly Relative to SWIX 2016 – Is the Fed Hike the Beginning of the End of the 

Economic Cycle?    

 

Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg       
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First Avenue Discipline: A Highly Differentiated Proposition 

That we have kept our counsel with fundamentally low risk, high quality companies in our portfolio 

is not to be underestimated.  It is a real differentiator in the investment landscape in South Africa.  

To ascertain this, we analysed the overlap between our fund on the one hand, and the leading 

Growth Fund on the other, and repeated the same exercise against the leading Value Fund.  In other 

words, we analyzed how much the leading Growth and Value Funds diverge from us in just the last 6 

quarters.  

The divergence in stocks found in both the Growth and Value Funds, individually, with our fund 

going back at least six quarter is stunningly high.  While it is common wisdom that stocks can lend 

themselves to both growth and value simultaneously, what our proposition proves for certain is that 

stocks cannot lend themselves to high quality and low quality at the same time!  Why is this so?  This 

is because the point of departure for both Value and Growth investors is valuation while ours is 

fundamental risk.  For instance, while the leading Growth fund and the leading Value fund at one 

point held Anglo Gold Ashanti, a distinct asset, at the same time, we do not, and would not, own the 

company regardless of potential upside.  This is because it is a business whose risk vacillates 

between high and extreme risk.   

Figure 7a: Overlap Between First Avenue and Leading Growth Fund (Last 6 Qtrs.) 

   Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg       
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Figure 7b: Overlap Between First Avenue and Leading Value Fund (Last 6 Qtrs.) 

 

Source: First Avenue, Bloomberg       

In this regard, The First Avenue Discipline is a unique proposition in the tapestry of investing in South 

Africa.   

Another distinguishing factor between our Discipline and those of Growth and Value Funds is in how 

long we are convinced to hold a company for.     
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Figure 8a: Quality to Compound vs. Value to Trade (Last 6 Qtrs.) 

 

Key:  Value Fund Holding or Overweight Relative to First Avenue Fund Holding 

Value Underweight Relative to First Avenue Fund Holding 

Position Initiated/Terminated 

Source: Bloomberg, First Avenue 

The purple shade represents the weight or overweight that the leading Value Fund has in a stock 

relative to First Avenue.  The yellow shade represents the extent to which the leading Value fund is 

underweight a First Avenue Holding.   

The first thing to notice is that a large number of portfolio holdings in the Value Fund are less than 

1% in weight.  As a result, the Value Fund can invest in up to 46 stocks - - or 14 stocks if it took a 

position in another fund.  By contrast, the weight in which we hold a stock is not only substantially 

higher, but our portfolio averages 26 stocks consistently.         

The second thing to notice is how frequently the Value Fund begins and terminates the same 

position.  Despite the table above representing a small part of both the portfolio and investable 
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universe, it is instructive to see either how many times the Value fund have traded in and out of the 

same stock or how short the holding period was (blue shade in the table).  Again, contrast this with 

the lack of blue spaces in our holdings.  

We repeated the same exercise with the leading Growth Fund, and witnessed the same differences. 

Figure 8b: Quality to Compound vs. Growth to Trade (Last 6 Qtrs.) 

 

Key:  Growth Fund Holding or Overweight Relative to First Avenue Fund Holding 

Growth Underweight Relative to First Avenue Fund Holding 

Position Initiated/Terminated 

Source: Bloomberg, First Avenue 

Given that low risk strategies outperform over time, what is required of us to outperform is the 

patience to allow compounding to occur.  Naturally, the one quality investors in our fund will need 

to have is patience.  Similarly, investors in Value and Growth Funds need to believe that a trading 

strategy seeking short term value in high risk opportunities will unearth spectacular gains every so 

often. 
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Last, an understanding of the profile of returns between growth and value funds on the one hand 

and intrinsic value (high quality) on the other is of meaningful significance to the client’s risk 

appetite.  In the realm of value investing, we analyzed investment returns of our fund as a proxy for 

intrinsic value strategies, and the leading Value Fund as a proxy for deep value strategies (Figure 9).   

Figure 9:  A Much Smoother Profile of Returns in High Quality vs. Deep Value            

 

Source: Cadiz BNP Paribas, First Avenue 

The profile of deep value returns can best be described as feast to famine while intrinsic value (High 

Quality) is much smoother.  This is testament, yet again, to the fact that above all, intrinsic value 

puts capital protection before capital gains while deep value seeks exactly the opposite.  In the end, 

it is the customer’s choice! 
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Disclaimer 

First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).  

The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be 

based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as 

defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the 

appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the 

appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment 

strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider 

whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs. 

Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good 

faith. 

For any reference to the CIS portfolio (First Avenue Sanlam Collective Investments General Equity Fund), kindly 

refer to our website (http://firstavenue.co.za/fund-fact-sheets/) 
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